
Chapter 5-6
Sorting/Seeking Game



Drop 7

Solitare

Jojo’s Fashion Show



Sorting

doesn’t require the player to develop a new skill.

Just Think and It’s not too complex

Something that everybody does

Scoring system is vague





http://www.gamblers007.com/how-to-play-spider-solitaire-rules-and-scoring/





The game is played with touch controls on a 7x7 square grid. In each round, the player places a disc that falls from 
the top of the grid. 

Each disc has a number 1-7, or a blank. 

Whenever the number of any disc matches the number of contiguous discs in a row or column, that disc disappears 
and also hits any blank discs it touches. 

When a blank is hit twice, it turns into a numbered disc. After a number of turns, the round ends and a full row of 
blank discs emerges from the bottom of the grid. 

There is no time limit, and discs may be dropped at the player's leisure. 

The objective is to eliminate discs and score combos for as long as possible until the grid is full and it is impossible 
to place another disc. 

If the player clears the screen of all discs, then the player is given a 70,000 point bonus.



Drop 7

Randomness

Act Fast

Think and Strategy

Smart Gameplay



Wurdle vs. Bookworm



The players trace out a word by connecting 
letters. Once they have formed a word they are
happy with they submit it. 

Each column of letters is offset, making it more 
difficult to parse possibilities at a glance than a 
straight grid would. 

(Reproduced by permission of PopCap
Games)



The red Fire Tiles appear at the top of the 
screen and begin to burn their way 
through other letters until the player 
removes them by including them in a word. 

If a Fire Tile reaches the bottom, the game 
ends. 

This mechanic places intermittent 
pressure on players and forces them to 
change their plans. 

(Reproduced by permission of PopCap
Games)

Modes



Wurdle players drag across tiles to connect them 
into words, as in Bookworm. 

(Reproduced by permission of Adam “Atomic” 
Saltsman and Eric Johnson, Semi Secret Software)



Wurdle tiles do not change after each word is 
selected. 

After grabbing S-E-E-M, the player can
go back and grab S-E-E and S-E-A-M, and other 
iterations of the same letters. 

(Reproduced by permission of Adam “Atomic” 
Saltsman and Eric Johnson, Semi Secret Software)







Download or Play

• Solitaire
• Bookworm
• Jojo’s Fashion Show



Seeking Game



Criteria

hiding an object and sending players on a hunt
to find it

Amazingly Simple

Challenging to create

Play it once





Mystery Case Files: Huntsville



To complete the puzzle, you 
must find an object in the 
dark room on the left of the 
screen.

(© Big Fish Games)

Azada: Introducing Logic to Seeking



After finding the flashlight and 
batteries, you can use it to shine a 
light into the dark room
and find the light switch. 

(© Big Fish Games)







Download or Play

• Mystery Case Files: Huntsville
• Azada
• Mystery Case Files Dire Grove 

Sacred Grove Collectors Edition
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